GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR PAINTING OF EDGE LINES (M)

1. It should be painted along dual 3 lane (and above) roads where street lightings are not provided along the centre divider.
2. It is a continuous white line of 200mm wide painted at 100mm from the side of centre divider kerb along the road.
3. It should start from junction at:
   a. Tangent point of divider kerb, or
   b. 100mm after the pedestrian crossing lines at signalised junction.
4. It should end at:
   a. Stop line, or
   b. The beginning of storage lane, or
   c. Tangent point of divider kerb at opening
5. It should not be painted across any existing yellow box or road marking.

NOTES:
1. For pedestrian crossing with green and red man aspect crossing is to be painted white.
2. For pedestrian crossing without green and red man aspect crossing is to be painted yellow.
3. However, where site condition necessitates it, the stop-line can be more than a metre from the mouth of the junction.
4. If the width of centre median does not permit the erection of 'keep left' sign, spring-loaded delineator post should be used.